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DemandEstimator
Customer Demand Analytics

The challenge
Not too long ago, a company could

marketing. Today, commoditization, along with proliferation in marketing channels and competition,

makes it very difficult for a firm to capture the customer’s attention, let alone create demand. Both

B2C and B2B firms have the same challenge: to find new pockets of demand and to develop a targeted

approach to market and sell to that demand.

DemandEstimator
The DemandEstimator

 The Data Mash-up E

broad variety of proprietary and public sources.

 The Data Analysis Engine that uses descriptive analytic techniques to locate demand, and

 The “Visualization Engine” that graphically

DemandEstimator maps demand both geospatially and against behavioral customer segments to

identify where customers reside, the products they buy, and the appropriate channel to reach them.

PwC’s Analytics
Services

Creating revenue
and savings –
By using
DemandEstimator to
identify potential
customers, a major
US wireless carrier
targeted the most
profitable customers
and eliminated
unprofitable
segments, increasing
overall value by
$8 million
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DemandEstimator
Customer Demand Analytics

The challenge
Not too long ago, a company could create demand for its products or services through mass

marketing. Today, commoditization, along with proliferation in marketing channels and competition,

makes it very difficult for a firm to capture the customer’s attention, let alone create demand. Both

B2C and B2B firms have the same challenge: to find new pockets of demand and to develop a targeted

approach to market and sell to that demand.

DemandEstimator
DemandEstimator analytic app developed by PwC consists of three elements:

up Engine that combines a client’s proprietary data with external data from a

broad variety of proprietary and public sources.

The Data Analysis Engine that uses descriptive analytic techniques to locate demand, and

The “Visualization Engine” that graphically illustrates insights about the demand.

DemandEstimator maps demand both geospatially and against behavioral customer segments to

identify where customers reside, the products they buy, and the appropriate channel to reach them.
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Business impact
Companies of all sizes and industries have used DemandEstimator in a number of ways, including:

 Finding opportunities to grow the sales of existing products and services

 Selecting the location for sales and service offices and territories

 Designing new product launch programs for specific customers in specific locations

 Creating cross-sell and up-sell strategies

 Determining optimal marketing strategies
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